
A God 71 

Chapter 71: Erzha, don't you mind having one more sister, do you? 

   February 19th. 

   Shennongjia is located in the western part of Hubei Province of Huaxia, covering an area of about 

3253 square kilometers, of which forest land accounts for more than 85%, and has the largest primitive 

jungle in central China. 

   "The last ancient civilization remains on the earth." Wang Yi exclaimed as he watched the three-

dimensional virtual movie in the black smart fighter flying at high speed. 

   Zerg brood, the weakest Zerg brood in the universe is comparable to the world lord, and even 

many of them are comparable to immortal existence. 

   And deep in Shennongjia, there is one! 

   Zerg is one of the peak races in the universe that is comparable to human beings. It is a very 

strange race. 

   Zerg is actually divided into two parts, one is the "breast", only the "breast" is qualified to be a 

truly intelligent life. 

  A Zerg brood can give birth to hundreds of millions of Zerg warriors. The Zerg warriors are 

extremely low-witted, even almost lacking in wisdom, only instinct, absolutely obedient to the brood! 

   Wang Yi recalled the relevant memories and shook his head, "This world master-level Zerg brood 

was obtained by the master of Meteorite on the'outside battlefield' back then." 

   This Zerg mother emperor is sleeping in the Worm’s Nest, and it is a permanent sleep. Unless there 

is an immortal who has a higher soul achievement than Hu Yanfu, it is impossible to awaken the sleeping 

Zerg mother. 

The lush primitive jungle, a forbidden area where no life has stepped into it since ancient times, the 

depths of the dragon frame, the terrifying huge ball shrouded in poisonous gas and constantly emitting 

poisonous gas, it is a huge mysterious circle with a diameter of more than 800 meters ball. 

   Wang Yi has an intelligent life. He has left Hong in the back door of the intelligent fighter to modify. 

Now he can use the intelligent fighter without worrying about the secrets discovered by Hong. 

   The black triangle intelligent fighter plane stopped dozens of kilometers away from the huge 

mysterious sphere that looked like a round mountain. Wang Yi looked from a distance at the terrifying 

life in the universe that had made countless races fearful. 

   The round zerg brood with a diameter of just over 800 meters, the whole body has pits, venom 

flowing, and poisonous gas permeated, causing the surrounding grass to decay, and the ground is 

directly corroded and sunken. 

   In the spherical poisonous gas area, there is no grass growing, and the ground soil is also dark. 

Wang Yi feels that the underground is deeply immersed in poisonous gas. 
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   "The poisonous gas that comes out of the Zerg brood's nest is so terrible. Even a cosmic 

powerhouse, I am afraid that even a cosmic powerhouse will not be able to get close to that poisonous 

gas." Wang Yi was embarrassed. 

  Want to sign in, it is best to be within 100 meters from the target. Although it is possible to sign in 

beyond this distance, the chance of high-level rewards is greatly reduced. This is something Wang Yi 

does not want to face. 

   But the poisonous gas emitted by the Zerg brood is so terrible, the area has reached a radius of 

several thousand meters, and Wang Yi has no chance to approach it, and he does not dare to risk his life. 

   "For me, the most important thing is not the brood, but the poison gas of the brood." Wang Yi 

thought to himself. "This poisonous gas is a gas after all, and it should also be affected by the external 

environment. Maybe I can give it a try." 

   "Bermuda." 

   "Yes, master." The Auxiliary Optical Brain sent Bermuda's crisp and tender voice. Since the auxiliary 

Optical Brain and Bermuda, Wang Yi has no longer used communication watches. 

   "You count, can the Black Dragon spacecraft withstand the erosion of those poisonous gases?" 

Wang Yi asked concerned. 

   Black Dragon spacecraft uses c5 grade black yttrium metal for its outer shell, which is far more 

hard than earth alloys. Even a cosmic-level strong person needs a lot of effort to destroy it. 

   It took almost a second, and Bermuda gave the result. "No, master, the target poison gas is 

extremely corrosive. After calculation, our Black Dragon spacecraft can only stay inside for less than 1.2 

seconds before being exposed to the poison gas." 

   "Even if you use the defensive shield that comes with the spacecraft, you can only hold on for 0.7 

seconds." 

   Wang Yi's face is a bit unpleasant. 

"Then you can only use the last method." Wang Yi looked at the huge silent ball in the distance, and said 

viciously: "Bermuda, you use two b9 laser cannons and calculate it for me. Face the circle. Give me a 

shot at the ball area and see if I can disperse the poisonous gas." 

That’s right, Wang Yi’s idea is to use the powerful destructive power of the two laser cannons carried by 

the spacecraft to "blow away" the poisonous gas surrounding the Zerg brood, forming a vacuum zone. 

As long as there is a gap, he can Just within a hundred meters. 

Wang Yi has been observing for a long time that the poisonous gas escapes from the Zerg brood at a 

very slow rate. The range of the poisonous gas in front of him should have only appeared for many 

years. If it is dispelled, the poisonous gas in the Zerg brood must regain its previous scale. It will take a 

while. 

"Now I use Dun Tiansuo plus mental power, driven by secret methods, and the flying speed has 

exceeded 8000 meters per second. As long as 1 second, I can rush to within 100 meters of the Zerg 



brood, check in instantly, and return immediately, 2 seconds Zhong, just give me 2 seconds." Wang Yi 

calculated in his heart, breathing slightly. 

   "Bermuda has also calculated the specific steps of the action tens of thousands of times. The 

success rate is over 99%, and there is almost no possibility of failure." Wang Yi gritted his teeth. If he 

didn't dare to take this risk, he would simply not venture into the universe. 

   Putting all the combat uniforms, black **** suits, and Mo Yun Teng on his body, and stepping on 

the silver-gray Duntian Shuo, Wang Yi calmly looked at the white misty area in the distance. 

   "Boom!!!" 

With two dazzling, extremely dazzling rays of light falling on the huge sphere dozens of kilometers away, 

the next moment, a shock wave formed by a strong explosion swept around~www.mtlnovel.com~ the 

poisonous gas was given by the strong wind and waves. The buzzing fell to pieces, and the place was 

almost wiped out. 

   After precise calculations by Smart Life Bermuda, the poisonous gas in front of Wang Yi 

disappeared, and a large blank safe area appeared. 

  At this time, Wang Yi, who was waiting in a serious array, also moved in an instant, bursting out at 

an astonishing speed, turning into a blur of light and shadow, and at an indistinguishable speed to the 

naked eye, it burst into the area of a huge sphere like lightning. 

   At this time, the poisonous gas from the Zerg brood has just been discharged. 

   "Sign in!" 

  Wang Yi watched the poisonous gas permeating over like a **** of death. Fortunately, it just 

spilled out normally, just as Wang Yi estimated. 

  【Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and rewarding the master-level ‘Zerg 

Brood’. 】 

  【The master-level ‘Zerg Brood’ (larvae) has been placed in the panel space. 】 

  【Number of check-ins available for this place: 0】 

   "Let's go!" Wang Yi ignored the sound in his mind, and an afterimage flashed across in an instant, 

like a teleport, and disappeared directly into the original place. 

   And the poison gas also spread to his original position at this time. 

   "Huh!" 

   Wang Yi's figure appeared on a hillside dozens of kilometers away, the black **** suit part on his 

face was lifted, revealing his lingering face. 

   "This Zerg brood is terrible." Just approaching the Zerg brood, the breath exuding invisible. It made 

him seem to be facing a terrible disaster, from the trembling of the soul. 



   "But..." Wang Yi turned his attention to the sign-in panel, his face instantly showing an incredible 

color. 

   "I actually signed in to the Zerg Mother Nest? Isn't there a Zerg Mother Queen in there?" 

   "Panel son, you want another sister!?" 

   Sign-in panel: "……" 

Chapter 72: servant 

   Wang Yi stared at the bottom of the sign-in panel. There was a ball displayed there, and there was 

a name on the back: Zerg brood (larva). 

  The master-level Zerg brood can breed a large number of master Zerg warriors. 

   Not to mention this Zerg brood, it is still alive. 

  If you sell it in the universe, you can definitely sell for more than a million yuan unit! 

   However, it is difficult to control a Zerg brood. 

   Even if the master of Meteor Star had extremely high soul attainments back then, he couldn't do it. 

He could only temporarily seal her off and put her into a permanent sleep. 

   "The brood of the larval insect clan...what is this?" Wang Yi was puzzled. 

   Connect the consciousness to the sphere, accept the relevant information, and then understand. 

   This zerg brood...Although it is a master-class zerg brood, inside it is the Zerg mother emperor that 

has not yet been born. 

   The Zerg mother emperor, once born, has the strength of the first rank of the realm master. 

   However, they all sleep in an environment similar to the ‘egg’ (inside the core of the worm’s nest). 

  Wang Yi’s Zerg clan female emperor is still in the female emperor’s egg and belongs to the larvae, 

but it also has the strength of the first-tier master class. 

   Although it is only the first level of the world master level, it is also extremely scary. The Zerg 

mother emperor itself is very weak, good at soul and crafting Zerg warriors, and the ‘worm’s nest’ is 

their outer shell. 

   And their true combat power is actually a large number of Zerg warriors! 

   "It turned out to be like this..." Wang Yi felt a headache. 

If Wang Yi now allows the Zerg female emperor (larva) to be born, she can only make a Zerg warrior of 

the first-tier realm master level, and only the first-tier Zerg female emperor of the realm master. The 

Worm’s Nest is also the initial form, both It takes a lot of resources to cultivate and evolve, coupled with 

the massive resources needed to manufacture the world's main Zerg warriors, it is a thrilling number 

when you think about it. 
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   The Zerg Mother Emperor can of course also make Zerg warriors below the master level, and the 

lower the level, the faster the crafting speed and the fewer resources it needs. 

   It's just that he doesn't have an internal world like Luo Feng in the original book to contain the Zerg 

brood and use it as a base for making the Zerg Sea. 

   Of course, once the Zerg mother emperor reaches the master level, she also has her own internal 

world, and can put the worm nest in her own internal world to cultivate Zerg warriors. 

   Even if the mother emperor is born now, there is no resource for the mother emperor to make a 

Zerg warrior. Even a world master-level Zerg warrior, the resources it needs cannot be afforded by the 

solar system. 

   However, the star field where the earth is located has been shielded by the master of Meteorite 

with a secret method to shield the coordinates of the dark universe. There is no outside force to 

discover, and it is not impossible to consider the development of the Zerg brood on an alien planet. 

   And with the cosmic star map data left by the black dragon spacecraft, I wanted to find some 

suitable nearby planets to swallow the Zerg brood without being confused. 

   "It always feels very dangerous." Wang Yi shook his head. Even if he has created a Zerg warrior 

now and has no world space to carry, it is in vain. He can only stay in the undiscovered star field of the 

earth. 

   It is impossible to put life in the ordinary space ring. 

   If Wang Yi took the Zerg warriors out and let people discover that Wang Yi had a Zerg brood, it 

would be a catastrophe. 

   But he still gave the unborn Zerg mother emperor a nice name-‘Elizabeth’. 

The name    is full of the expectation of an old father, hoping that she can become a true queen. 

   There is another ‘sister’ on the sign-in panel. 

   At this point, Wang Yi has signed in all the ancient civilization relics on the entire earth. 

  …… 

  Earth, Western Asia, the largest and most heavily guarded prison in Hongning Base City. 

   Inside is a seven-story building with a spacious room. 

   "Commissioner Wang, these are the personnel information that meets your requirements." The 

prison superintendent stood respectfully in front of Wang Yi and put a thick document on the table. 

   "Yeah." Wang Yi ignored the middle-aged prison director with a slightly nervous expression, picked 

up the relevant document at will and opened it. 

   "This Wang Yi, the special commissioner, but a big figure in the world headquarters of Xtreme 

Martial Arts Center, how could he come to this prison." The warden took a careful look at Wang Yi. 

Although Wang Yi was young in appearance, he did not dare to underestimate it. 



   After all, this is a high-level God of War spiritual teacher, a terrifying figure who can kill himself 

with a single look. The real senior of the Extreme Martial Arts Hall is much higher than his prison 

director. 

This prison is very unique. It is called'Hongning Prison'. It has been established for decades and houses 

the most murderous prisoners in the entire Hongning Base City. All the most heinous and unforgivable 

warriors who commit crimes will be sent if they are not executed. Come here. 

  Wang Yi flipped through the documents and looked at the shocking deeds, and shook his head as 

he watched. 

  Among the warriors, there are those who are upright and actively fighting for mankind. There are 

also those who are selfish, corrupt and degenerate... In order to satisfy their own desires, they do 

everything. 

Of course, it cannot be said that the people in Hongning Prison are all “bad guys”. There may also be 

people who violated the laws of Hongning Base City for various reasons. . Or the warrior who committed 

the big crime! 

   "I want these six people. This is the certification document of the headquarters." After Wang Yi 

quickly read it, he took out the files of the six prisoners. 

   "Yes, Commissioner Wang, I will bring the prisoner here immediately." The warden said without 

hesitation after confirming that Wang Yi's document was valid. 

After a while, Wang Yi appeared in another spacious hall, and in front of him were six men and women 

wearing prison uniforms, all ages 30 and 40, but all of them were Chinese men and women, all with 

special shackles. chain. 

   The only thing in common is that the sharp aura is the **** smell in the eyes. 

   It's just that they are usually fierce, but now they are honest, and behaving very gentle and 

respectful. 

  Because they already knew in advance that a high-level war-god-level spiritual teacher would see 

them...a high-level war-god-level spiritual teacher, killing them is like killing an ant, killing them in less 

than a second. 

   "Six warriors at the general level." Wang Yi's mental power swept away, and he immediately got a 

full view of the situation of the six. 

   These six people were specially selected by him to bring back to Jiangnan Base City, so they are all 

Chinese faces. 

   More importantly, ~www.mtlnovel.com~ are all evil and unforgivable generations. 

   "My lord, all the people you want are here." The warden respectfully said. 

   "Very good." Wang Yi nodded, wearing a combat uniform and standing in the hall with his hands 

on his back, there was an inexplicable coercion on him, which made everyone bow their heads, bend 

over, and dare not look at him. 



   "You all follow me." Wang Yi's indifferent voice sounded in the ears of the six warrior prisoners. 

   The six prisoners raised their heads and looked at each other, but they did not dare to defy Wang 

Yi's words and followed him obediently. 

   A pitch-black triangle smart fighter was parked outside, and the hatch opened. 

   "Go in." 

   After all the prisoners entered, Wang Yi followed in. The hatch was closed, and he ascended into 

the sky under the watchful eyes of the warden and prison guards, and broke through the air. 

"Owner." 

   In the smart fighter, six general-level warriors who had been controlled by Wang Yi's soul stood 

respectfully in front of him. 

   "Hmm." Wang Yi waved his hand and a box appeared out of thin air. 

   "This is the Spirit of Grass and Trees. Take one serving for each of you, and reach the God of War 

level as soon as possible. Then there are six wooden crystals..." 

   This is Wang Yi's arrangement to leave enough protection for his family before leaving the earth. 

The six star powers, controlled by the soul, are naturally loyal and loyal. They are just one of the 

protective powers, there is also a silver guard, and a'b9 grade' that has been removed from the black 

dragon spacecraft and transformed into Bermuda and can be used lightly. Laser weapons', these Wang 

Yi will stay to protect his family. 

   Then he can go to the universe with peace of mind. 

   But... he felt it was not enough. 

   "I have to talk to Hong." Wang Yi thought to himself as he looked at the 3D virtual movie outside. 

Chapter 73: Leave the earth 

    Wang Yi took a black flying fighter plane and flew away from the world headquarters of 

Xtreme Martial Arts Gym. 

   A grim man in black stood on the top of the spaceship, looking at the direction Wang Yi was 

leaving. 

   looked down at a transparent white crystal with a light rice fragrance in his hand, showing a 

thoughtful expression. 

   "This Wang Yi is becoming more and more mysterious, and it feels more and more invisible..." 

   "However, with this wooden crystal, I may be able to go one step further and break through the 

long-term bottleneck." Hong took a deep breath. 

  Wang Yigang and Hong had a fight in an uninhabited wilderness area outside the Hongning base 

city. 
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   In the end, of course Wang Yi won! 

   Under the condition of having the same domain and level, Wang Yi’s gene level is three times 

higher than Hong’s, as well as mental power, Mo Yun Teng, Dun Tian Suo, Meteor Star secret method... 

   Hong was defeated without any suspense. 

   Show your own strength, and then give a wooden crystal to make a transaction, and you will be 

rewarded with grace. This is what Wang Yi did. 

   He believes that his family will be safe during his absence. 

   Wang Yi quickly filtered through his mind, thinking that he had no enemies that he wanted to kill, 

and happily returned to Jiangnan Base City, leaving behind a shocked Hong who doubted his life at the 

headquarters. 

   Jiangnan Base City, Yangzhou City, Mingyue Community. 

   For the consideration of his parents and the good environment in Mingyue Community, although 

Wang Yi now has the conditions to give his parents a better place to live, he still did not choose to move 

out. 

   Instead, through his own power, he cleared all the five nearby single-family villas and turned them 

into his own family residence. 

   Of course, he will also give enough compensation to those who move out of the villa. 

   And they didn't leave the Wuzhe community, but changed a villa in the community. 

  Wang Yi’s six soul servants who have become gods of war and are breaking through to the 

planetary stars have all moved in. In addition, there are also some warlords who have been specially 

recruited by Wang Yi through his own identity. 

   These are the defense forces of the family. 

Wang Yi’s family, and Shen Yan and the others, although they have taken the Spirit of Plants and Trees, 

their physical fitness has reached the God of War level, and their life span has also improved a lot, but in 

fact they do not have the talent of a warrior. Less than one-third, even if they were given wooden 

crystals, ten of them might not make them break through to the planetary star. 

The wooden crystals on Wang Yi's body are almost completely consumed now. Except for one 

transaction to Hong, only three are left. They are kept in a hidden position, and they are divided into 

three and placed in three places. Only Wang Yi’s father is left. Just know where it is. 

   Before leaving the earth, Wang Yi must make the most adequate preparations. 

   He even had several meetings with Luo Feng who stayed in Yangzhou City to practice, and asked 

him to take care of his family. 

   Luo Feng's progress is the same as the original book. It is estimated that he will join the Xtreme 

Martial Arts Elite Training Camp in March this year. 



   But Wang Yi probably can't see that time. 

  Wang Yi also left a message for his father, and if necessary, he could give a wooden crystal to Luo 

Feng. 

   Late at night, the night is blurred, but there is a sultry spring tide in the room. 

   Lin Youyu's breathing has not calmed down, the girl's rosy hot cheeks pressed against the man's 

strong chest, quietly listening to the strong and reassuring heartbeat. 

   Wang Yi gently stroked Lin Youyu's smooth back, full of reluctance. 

   But at that step, he always has to step out, sooner or later, it's better to make up his mind now. 

   March 13, 2057. 

  Wang Yi bid farewell to his family, love, and friends, and embarked on a journey to the universe 

with the excuse of going to the Xtreme Martial Arts Gym’s global headquarters for retreat training. 

   Above the Earth China Jiangnan Base City, among the 10,000-meter-high clouds, a black flying 

saucer-shaped spacecraft with a diameter of more than 100 meters and a flying dragon logo on the 

outside is suspended here like a ghost. 

   Because of the signal shielding system, no one on the earth has discovered the existence of this 

spacecraft. 

   In the central control room inside the spacecraft, Wang Yi stood in front of the console, looking at 

the chubby black and white dumplings on the screen. 

   "Bermuda, are you sure that we can leave the earth, travel to other places in the dark universe, 

and return to the earth?" Wang Yi asked his intelligent life with concern. This was his biggest concern. 

   Back then, Hu Yanfu shuttled through the physical universe before his fall, entered the dark 

universe, and directly concealed the ‘cosmic coordinates’ corresponding to nearly a thousand light years 

around the earth through the space secret method. Other spacecraft cannot find these coordinates at 

all, so naturally they cannot reach the earth through space shuttle. 

"No problem, master, according to the master's words, what the master of Meteorite conceals is the 

dark universe coordinates of the starry sky of the earth, but it does not mean that we can't shuttle the 

dark universe to other places." Wang Yi's daughter on the screen Wang. Bermuda. The panda raised his 

plump paws and confidently said: "And with the coordinate information provided by the owner, I have 

re-recorded and corrected the spatial coordinates here, and left the signal transmitter as a positioning. 

There is absolutely no problem coming back." 

   "That's good." Anyway, Wang Yi didn't understand this kind of thing, as long as he could travel 

through the dark universe and ensure that he could return to Earth in time. 

"This time, there are still more than two years before the birth of the Golden Horn behemoth, and then 

the Nolan Mountain family spacecraft may find the position of the earth through the space wormhole at 

any time. I must improve my strength as soon as possible before then." Wang Yi said in his heart. 

Secretly. 



   He set the time for himself to go out this time for two years, and in order to be able to return to 

the earth in time, he could not go too far in a spacecraft. 

  Considering the target, it is still in the star field of the Black Dragon Mountain Empire. 

   "Bermuda, let's go." Wang Yi said. 

   "Yes, master, gogogo!" The black and white dumplings were very excited and shouted happily in 

the language from the earth. 

  Wang Yi also learned the lingua franca through the database of the Black Dragon spacecraft during 

this period. Although he is not very proficient, he still has no problems communicating. 

   "Universe, I am finally coming." 

   Wang Yi also had a hint of excitement in his heart. 

   "Enable 100% location simulation." 

brush! The original console, seats, and ground of the entire control room disappeared, and there was a 

hazy atmosphere around it. 

   Wang Yi could find that the Black Dragon spacecraft he was riding in was flying in the atmosphere. 

   Soon, the Black Dragon spacecraft burst out of the atmosphere and left the earth. 

   Behind Wang Yi is a huge and beautiful blue sphere. 

   Mysterious dark and endless starry sky, in the distance, sometimes there is a planet, even some 

asteroids, some starry sky dust and so on. 

   "Master, where is the next goal?" Bermuda asked. 

Wang Yi thinks about it. In the original book, the Sino-Romanian summit went to Mars and swept away 

the metal at the base there, but Wang Yi didn’t have a golden horn behemoth clone, or a spatial ring as 

big as Barbata, so would he go there and continue to'picking up the tatters'? ? 

   "According to the original plan, go to Qiulongxing." Wang Yi said. 

   "Yes, master." 

   The spacecraft is getting faster and faster, and finally reaches the speed of light. As the space 

ripples away, the spacecraft disappears out of thin air in this star field and begins its first cosmic shuttle. 

Chapter 74: Horned dragon star 

   "I have three goals this time." 

   Wang Yi sat on the seat of the central control room. 

   "The first one, look for valuable, and it is best to sign in a place with heritage." 

   "Second, improve your own strength." 
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   "Thirdly, buy the earth to eliminate hidden dangers. Of course, this is not necessary at present, and 

you can slowly figure it out." 

   "The most important thing is the first one. As long as you can sign up for good things, you can get 

big benefits no matter if you improve your strength or sell it for money." Wang Yi was very clear in his 

heart. 

   The sign-in panel is his biggest support. Wanting to buy the earth on his own is purely a dream. 

   The destination, like the original, is a prosperous and powerful planet 320,000 light-years away 

from the earth-the horned dragon star! 

  Wang Yi is not stupid. Since he is going to go for the first time, of course he has to go to a place he 

is familiar with. 

  Qiaolongxing was his first stop in the universe when he integrated into the universe, gained his 

official identity in the Black Dragon Mountain Empire, and ventured into the universe. 

  …… 

  Hurrying in the universe, mainly depends on the shuttle, which is the dark space flight. 

   Flying in the dark universe at the speed of light for one year, only one light-year. But the universe 

shuttles back to the original universe, which is 10.8 million light-years away. 

   The maximum speed of his black dragon spacecraft is 1.5 times the speed of light, but for the sake 

of saving energy, it is now flying at 1.2 times the speed of light. 

   Qiulongxing is about 320,000 light-years away from the earth. It is estimated that it will take nearly 

10 days to reach Qiulongxing. 

   Wang Yi still felt that it was too slow, but even if there were more advanced spaceships, such as d-

class and e-class spaceships, he was a little planet-star guy with no background and strength, and he 

dared not bring it out. 

   Otherwise, it's just going to die. 

   The reason that money is not exposed is the same everywhere. 

   Even his large space ring cannot be exposed, and objects with a length, width and height of no 

more than 10 meters can be stored outside. 

Nine days later, Wang Yi’s Black Dragon spacecraft began to decelerate. When it decelerated to a 

standstill, the spacecraft jumped out of the dark universe and completed the shuttle again. Through the 

exterior simulation, Wang Yi finally saw the vast starry sky and two in the distance. A colorful planet 

surrounded by satellites. 

   Bermuda's crisp voice sounded in the control room. "Master, we have arrived, and the horned 

dragon star is ahead." 

   "Let's go over." There was also a hint of excitement in Wang Yi's eyes. 



   "Yes, master." 

   The black dragon spacecraft immediately accelerated and flew towards the distant star of the 

horned dragon. 

The black dragon spacecraft passed through the colorful atmosphere of the planet, and slowly landed on 

an extremely vast mooring port according to the towing signal of the planet's mooring port. At a glance, 

countless various spaceships are anchored here, and there are many unheard of. , Strange aliens haunt 

here. 

  Wang Yi’s Black Dragon spacecraft belongs to the c5 class spacecraft and is anchored in the c class 

spacecraft area. 

   A cute girl with a white sharp horn on her forehead, a petite figure, and wearing a port-of-port 

gray system flew over. Her skin was the kind of fluorescent gray, which made people wonder what it 

would be like to take off her clothes at night. 

  Wang Yi walked out with two flowing silver guards, and the pointed girl hurriedly greeted her with 

a respectful expression, speaking fluent universal lingua franca. 

   In short, it charges 600 black dragon coins. 

   Wang Yi once signed for 1 million Black Dragon Coins on Earth, so there is no shortage of this 

money at present. 

  Wang Yi took the silver translucent card handed over by the other party, took out the one-

thousand denomination of the Black Dragon coin from the space ring, and handed it to the pointed girl, 

saying: "No need to find it." 

The sharp-horned girl respectfully took the Black Dragon Coin over. She didn't despise it because Wang 

Yi's lingua franca was somewhat non-standard. She secretly glanced at the c5-class Black Dragon 

spacecraft behind the black-haired boy. A disciple with a background in the family. 

   She usually has no hobbies, and she likes to browse the various spaceships of the Black Dragon 

Mountain Empire on the Internet. She just knows that this Black Dragon Mountain x81 model is a kind of 

old antique, and the price on the market is at least tens of billions of Black Dragon coins. 

   She worked till she died and couldn't make a fraction of this spacecraft. 

   It's a pity that the children of this kind of big family are high above them, so how high above the 

bottom of the staff like her, the Xiaolongxing. 

   Wang Yi glanced around. I found that there was no such thing as a high-rise rich star who came to 

make friends with me, and left with a little regret in the weird eyes of the sharp-horned girl. 

The sky of the horned dragon star is very beautiful. The colors of many areas are different and 

changeable. Some are blue, some purple, and some green... When the sun shines from the atmospheric 

clouds and shines on the ocean, it is even more beautiful. It is the horned dragon star. A unique beauty. 

  Wang Yi admired the scenery of the horned dragon star while flying with two silver escorts. About 

half an hour later, he arrived at the most famous city of horned dragon star ‘horned dragon city’. 



The horned dragon city is nearly 6,000 kilometers long and wide. The black city wall alone is about 120 

meters high. Counting the height of the carved dragons on the black city wall, it is hundreds of meters 

long. The city stretches to the horizon, as if it is boundless. Infinite, the history of this city has been more 

than three million years, the vastness and ancient atmosphere is shocking. 

  Walking in this super giant city, the wide streets are full of weird humans, some even not like 

humans at all. 

   There are many stars here, and there are many constant stars~www.mtlnovel.com~ Anyone who 

gets on the earth, they are all strong members standing on the pinnacle. 

  The administrative building of the Heilongshan Empire in Qiulongxing, which is a huge carved 

building with a black dragon entrenched in the mountains. 

  In the universe, the most fancy strength, status, status, the nationality of the primary civilization of 

the universe is the worst, while the nationality of the middle civilization, the Black Dragon Mountain 

Empire is not bad. 

   If you want to mix in the universe, of course you must have a formal and legal identity. 

   Ordinary people on a planet cannot obtain citizenship if they have not reached the ‘planetary star’. 

  The prerequisite for obtaining citizenship is-must reach the ‘travel star’. 

  Non-citizens who enter some planets are not protected by the empire. 

  Wang Yi spent 50 Black Dragon Coins to quickly apply for the citizenship of the Black Dragon 

Mountain Empire in the administrative building of the Black Dragon Mountain Empire in the Dragon 

Star. 

   "Next, I will open an account on the virtual universe network." Wang Yi had a look of expectation 

in his heart. 

The virtual universe company, but one of the five pinnacle forces of the human race, is extremely 

powerful. The Black Dragon Mountain Empire is only one of the medium civilization countries that 

belong to the dry witch universe, and the vast dry witch universe is also in front of the virtual universe 

company. Far inferior. 

   That is a giant across the 1008 universe of mankind! 

   Joining the Virtual Universe Company is also Wang Yi's next small goal. 

   However, joining a virtual universe company is easy, but becoming a core member is very difficult. 

  Only the realm master who is recognized by the law of origin can join the virtual universe company 

and become a member of the lowest apocalyptic realm among the four secret realms of the core layer. 

   In the entire Black Dragon Mountain Empire, how many world masters are there, and how many of 

these world masters can be recognized by the law of origin? 

   virtual property house 



Chapter 75: 1 day in the horned dragon city 

  Because the earth is within the scope of the "nothingness zone", if you want to buy, you must 

submit all the detailed and specific data of the planet to the Black Dragon Mountain Empire. 

   If you submit a data record of a planet, you must submit the interstellar coordinates... and it is 

impossible for Wang Yi to give this coordinate. 

   Even in the original work, outsiders who want to reach the earth have to pass through the 

wormhole accidentally discovered by the Nolan Mountain family, and it will take more than two years of 

interstellar travel to reach the earth. 

   This gives the earth a precious buffer period. 

And if Wang Yi is not strong enough to protect the earth and survive the wolves, he cannot cope with 

the coveting of the forces of the Black Dragon Mountain Empire that the earth is an immortal 

powerhouse. He will not expose the earth to the universe in advance. Among. 

  Wang Yi flew fast over the city of the horned dragon star, thinking in his heart, "So, it is more 

important now to arrange an interstellar defense system for the solar system where the earth is located, 

to ensure that spacecraft with foreign forces can be spotted as soon as they approach." 

   "It is best if the Nolan Mountain family forward adventurer spacecraft arrives on the earth before 

sending the information back to the family, just kill them!" 

   However, such a defense system would definitely require a lot of money. Wang Yi now only has 

one million Black Dragon Coins, which is far from enough. 

  …… 

   Cosmos Galaxy Bank, Cosmos First Bank, Giant Axe Arena, Cosmos Mercenary Alliance, and Virtual 

Universe Company, these five are the five Big Macs in the universe. 

   They have an absolute monopoly. 

   The virtual universe company monopolizes the virtual universe network. No matter which universe 

country in the entire human territory, they must use their network, and the major universe countries 

cannot shake it. 

   As a traverser, Wang Yi is even more aware of the horror of the virtual universe company. 

  Qiaolongcheng, a virtual universe company. 

   Compared with the administrative office building of the Black Dragon Empire in the Qiulongxing, 

the branch building of this virtual universe company in the Qiulongxing is more brilliant and magnificent, 

full of fantasy technology. 

   When Wang Yi stepped into the crystal hall on the first floor, which was light to watch people, he 

chose to sign in. 

   [Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and rewards a set of residences on the 

island of Heilongshan in the virtual universe of Qianwu continent (not tradeable). 】 
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  【Log in to the virtual universe to receive it. 】 

  【Number of check-ins available for this place: 0】 

   Wang Yi's mouth twitched. 

   This is really... unexpected. 

   But a house in the virtual universe is not cheap anymore, and ordinary people can't afford it. This 

reward is not bad. At least it saves Wang Yi the money to buy a house in the virtual universe. 

   It’s just that the remarks at the back are not tradable, which is a bit painful. 

   But Wang Yi has never successfully checked in in an ordinary place on the earth. It is estimated 

that he still does not meet the requirements or the value is not enough. 

   "Sir, what can I do for you?" The beautiful woman standing behind the counter, with a nice face, 

wearing a red uniform and a fluffy tail, saw Wang Yi approaching and said with a slight smile. 

   "I want to open an account." 

  …… 

  Wang Yi came out of the branch of the Virtual Universe Company. 

   This time, Wang Yi bought 20 bearer accounts and 20 awareness helmets in addition to opening 

himself outdoors. 

  The money spent is not much, the really expensive ones are actually ‘network fees’. 

  Even in the vast universe of human beings, only a small part of them can access the Internet at any 

time. 

   "Today's check-in times have been used, check-in again can only wait for tomorrow." Before 

coming to Qiulongxing, Wang Yi had already thought about how to check-in, so he was not in a hurry. 

   He has two years left. 

  Qiaolongxing, Wang Yi sits on a seat in a private box of a restaurant, tasting the local cuisine here. 

   The experience for Wang Yi is very peculiar and fresh, so he eats very happily. 

   After eating almost, he enters the virtual universe. 

   Virtual universe, dry witch continent, an ancient city on Heilongshan island, on a rock-paved road, 

a black-haired boy in plain gray clothes appeared out of thin air, and there was a chubby black and white 

animal on his shoulder. 

   "This is the virtual universe." Wang Yi looked around curiously. 

   And there are many strange-looking passers-by of different heights and races in the surrounding 

streets. Most of them are dressed in plain gray clothes like Wang Yi, and everyone has an elf on their 

shoulders. 



   "I am on Heilongshan Island now." Wang Yi laughed. 

  All those connected to the virtual universe network within the territory of the Black Dragon 

Mountain Empire will directly appear on the ‘Black Dragon Mountain Island’. 

Compared to the entire universe of human kingdoms, Heilongshan Island is actually very small, but it is 

also relative. Heilongshan Empire also rules more than 8,000 galaxies and has a population of hundreds 

of millions. I don’t know how many have entered the virtual universe network. . 

   The virtual universe world is even more lively and exciting than the real world. 

  Games, food, beauty, finance, trading, competitions, learning... there are everything, but the things 

that cannot be achieved in reality can be achieved here. 

However, Wang Yi is more fortunate that he has a set of his own real estate in the virtual universe ahead 

of time. As long as the login location is set, the next time he enters the virtual universe, he will directly 

appear in his house instead of randomly appearing on the roadside. You can bind his relatives and 

friends, so that his relatives and friends have this function. 

   And this is only for users who have real estate in the virtual universe. 

  …… 

   After a hurried experience in the virtual universe, after returning his consciousness to reality, 

Wang Yi first went to Heilongshan Imperial Bank and applied for a bank card in it. 

   Then go to a Qibao shop in Qiulong City, which covers an extremely large area and is comparable 

to a large square on the earth. 

   In the shop, divided according to the area, there are combat uniforms, animal taming, mental 

weapons, exotic fruits, robots, etc., all have simulated projection maps, and the prices of everything are 

extremely expensive. 

   Wang Yi said directly to a clerk: "I have something that I don't need, and I want to sell it with you." 

   The clerk with the long nose and big eyes looked at the two silver guards behind Wang 

Yi~www.mtlnovel.com~ who can work here as a clerk, and they all have eyesight. He didn't dare to 

neglect. 

   "Sir, please come with me." 

   Wang Yi sold all the unneeded items he signed in from the earth here. About 12.69 million Black 

Dragon Coins were sold, which is more than Wang Yi imagined. 

   "Do you have Bibo Marrow and Atlas Mo scorpion fluid here?" Wang Yi asked again. 

   ‘Bibo Marrow’ is a treasure that is very effective in the planetary stage in terms of strengthening 

the body. 

   And ‘Atlas Mo Scorpion Liquid’ is suitable for strengthening the soul of the planet stage and 

improving the mental power. 



"Of course there is, please come here with the guests." The clerk who received Wang Yi smiled and took 

Wang Yi to a room where there was a virtual projection floating in it. 'The projection. 

Bibom is a kind of strange green mercury-like liquid faintly shining with strange light, while'Atlas Moss 

scorpion liquid' is a thick substance that is like dark red mercury, constantly bubbling with bubbles. , 

There is a price tag next to it. 

   "Bibo Marrow, one gram of 9,000 Black Dragon Coins." 

   "Atlas Moroccan Scorpion Liquid is more expensive, 21,000 Black Dragon Coins per gram." 

  Wang Yi now has less than 13.7 million Black Dragon Coins on his body. You can buy 1.5 kg of Bibo 

Marrow or 0.65 kg of Atlas Moxa Liquid. 

   "Bring me 550 grams of Bibo Marrow and 238 grams of Atlas Scorpion Liquid." Wang Yi said. 

   "Okay, customer, after counting the discount, it is 9.958 million black dragon coins." The clerk 

smiled. 

   In a blink of an eye, ten million is gone. After paying the bill, Wang Yi put two glass bottles 

containing precious liquids into the space ring, and accompanied by the clerk's enthusiasm, he left the 

Qibao store. 

Chapter 76: Non-stop sign in 

   In the next few days, Wang Yi kept checking in everywhere in the Qiulong City. 

   I found that it is not possible to sign in anywhere, but according to the overall level of the planet. 

  For example, on the earth, ordinary people cannot sign in. 

   And the martial arts hall, where some strong people live, you can sign in. 

   is everywhere in the line of stars, and the sign-in conditions become more demanding in the 

Qiulongcheng where constant stars are everywhere. 

   Even if the ninth-level constant star has lived for thousands of years, the sign-in requirements 

cannot be met. 

   Later, Wang Yi specifically found a cosmic powerhouse who had lived in a villa for tens of 

thousands of years, but now it has become an ordinary residence. 

  【Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and a reward of the Eight Faces Fire 

Cheat Book (requires self-cultivation). 】 

  【Eight Faces Fire Cheats has been placed in the panel space. 】 

  【Number of check-ins available for this place: 0】 

   Wang Yi studied it and threw it directly into the space ring to eat ashes. 

   The third day. 
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   The first bank of the universe, the Qiulongxing branch. 

  【Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, reward 100,000 black dragon coins. 

】 

  【The black dragon coin has been placed in the panel space. 】 

  【Number of check-ins available for this place: 0】 

   "……" 

   The fourth day. 

   Cosmos Galaxy Bank, the horned dragon branch. 

   [Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward the one-star account of 

Universe Galaxy Bank. 】 

  【You have become a one-star customer of Universe Galaxy Bank. 】 

  【Number of check-ins available for this place: 0】 

   "Huh?" Wang Yi was a little surprised. 

   The Universe Galaxy Bank is one of the two largest banks in the universe. The minimum deposit is 

100 million Black Dragon Coins, which is nothing more than the richest man on a planet. 

  Only by reaching this standard, can they become ordinary users of Universe Galaxy Bank. 

   On the top, they are star customers. 

   Even the lowest-level one-star customers need one trillion black dragon coins! 

   Otherwise, Wang Yi would not have gone to the Black Dragon Mountain Empire Bank to apply for 

the card a few days ago. Of course, the reason was that he didn't have enough money at that time. 

   And now, Wang Yi has automatically become a one-star customer of Universe Galaxy Bank by 

signing in. 

   Even if the money in his account is 0, the identity of one-star customers will not change. 

but…… 

   "I haven't given me any money, there is a bird to use!" Wang Yi turned around and left. 

   This sign-in panel is unreliable again. 

   The fifth day. 

   The Cosmos Mercenary Alliance's horned dragon star branch. 

   [Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward the cheat book ‘Zhan 

Qiandao’ (requires self-cultivation). 】 



  【The cheat book "Zhan Qiandao" has been placed in the panel space. 】 

  【Number of check-ins available for this place: 0】 

Wang Yi researched the cheat of'cutting a thousand knives' and found that this is a set of martial arts 

swords from the star level to the constant star level. You can also practice and learn it. This set of 

swords is not well-known in the Black Dragon Mountain Empire. There are also many people. 

   is probably better than street stalls. 

   But it is much stronger than the cheats on the earth, and the force can reach 10 times the level. 

   Practice first. 

   Sixth day. 

   Giant Axe Fighting Field Branch. 

  【Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward the second-order force 

weapon ‘Breaking Axe’. 】 

  【The weapon'Broken Army Axe' has been placed in the panel space. 】 

  【Number of check-ins available for this place: 0】 

   Tier 2 Force Weapon, although the price is far lower than Tier 2 Thought Force weapons, it is also 

quite good. 

   It's a pity that Wang Yi is not a knife, so he can't use it. 

  The only weapon on Wang Yi's body is a Tier 1 Force weapon, and another is a weapon on the 

earth, which is very cold and penetrating. 

Wang Yi turned his head and sold this second-order force weapon'Broken Army Axe' to the Qibao store. 

He also had a third-order mid-level Nianli weapon'Tissot' that supported the scene. It is worth 5 billion 

black dragon coins in the shop. I bought it. 

   And the ‘Breaking Axe’ of Tier 2 Force Weapon only sold 78 million Black Dragon Coins. 

   But for Wang Yi, who is in dire need of money now, it is a good income, just to fill up his barren 

wallet. 

During the time when he came to the horned dragon star, Wang Yi didn’t think about the place where 

some powerful people lived in the past, such as the owner of the horned dragon star, a domain master-

level powerhouse. Unfortunately, those places are heavily guarded, and Wang Yi even You can't get 

close for a hundred meters. Forcibly approaching will be regarded as an invasion and provocation, and 

you will be killed. 

  Wang Yi even couldn't help but sigh, if he signed directly to the highest reward of Qiulongxing. 

   Unfortunately, no luck. 



   On the seventh day, Wang Yi flew slowly to the witchcraft dojo of the horned dragon star and 

stood in front of the gate of a huge city. 

   "This witchcraft dojo is really big." Wang Yi said with emotion as he looked at the city in the middle 

of the city, which was almost out of sight. 

   "As expected, it is the Dojo of the Dry Witch, the dojo established by the Lord of the Dry Witch, it 

really has an extraordinary momentum!" 

  Qiulongxing’s Qianwu Taoist Temple is the largest and the highest among the surrounding 

hundreds of galaxies. 

   There are a large number of students gathered here. The entire Qianwu Dojo covers an area of 280 

kilometers in diameter. You can imagine its magnificence! 

   Qianwu Daochang is equivalent to a martial artist's spiritual teacher'school' in the Qianwu 

universe, and it is an important channel for absorbing a large number of martial artists and spiritual 

teachers. 

   And in the vast territory of hundreds of millions of galaxies in its entire large star region, the 

Qianwu Universe Kingdom prohibits any other ‘martial hall’ and ‘dojo’ from spreading teaching. There is 

only one Qianwu Dao in the Qianwu Universe Kingdom! 

  Wang Yi thought further. In the future, he wanted to sign in hundreds of millions of galaxies one by 

one, and he couldn't help but shiver. 

   Not to mention the entire human territory 1008 universe kingdom, countless secret realms, holy 

land...There are other ethnic groups, the entire universe... 

  Think about it, Wang Yi's face turned a little bit wrong. 

   I feel like I have become a hard-working errand runner. This life is the life of running around and 

toiling. 

   Could it be that my future will be such a reincarnation~www.mtlnovel.com~Isn't signing in, just on 

the way to signing in? 

   Wang Yi's spirit was a little trance. 

   "Sign in!" 

  【Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward the Tier 3 mind weapon 

‘Black Dragon Sickle’. 】 

  【The weapon ‘Black Dragon Sickle’ has been placed in the panel space. 】 

  【Number of check-ins available for this place: 0】 

"Um?" 

   Wang Yi was excited. 

   "Tier 3 Thought Force Weapon?" 



   This can be regarded as the best reward for Wang Yi to sign in these days. 

   Also, the lowest price for Tier 3 Nianli weapons is ‘100 million’. 

The golden sign that represents local gold is signed under the panel, and there is an ink-deep lacquer 

black, covered with beautiful and strange mysterious patterns on the sickle-like weapon. What is more 

eye-catching is that the blade of the sickle is like a choice. The head of the black dragon that was eaten 

by humans is full of cold and evil spirits. 

   "Bermuda, help me check the price of Tier 3 Mind Force weapon, Black Dragon Sickle." Wang Yi 

said immediately. 

  Bermuda is very efficient, replying in just two seconds. 

"Master, the black dragon sickle is the third-tier mind-power weapon with amazing power. It is very rare 

and rare. It is known as the nobleman among the third-tier mind-power weapons. Between 700 billion 

black dragon coins." 

   When Wang Yi heard it, he only felt that the blood in his chest suddenly stagnated, and his face 

flushed. 

   My mind is filled with the number ‘600 billion to 700 billion’. 

   He glanced at his sign-in panel, his eyes fiery, full of deep and strong feelings. 

   "My dear son, I blamed you!" 

   "In this life, both of us, we will never give up!" 

   "mua～～" 

   Sign-in panel: "……" 

Chapter 77: Wang. Tyrant. Yi 

   After registering as a student at the Qianwu Dojo, Wang Yi went to the Qibao shop. 

   The clerk with the long nose and big eyes received him. 

  Wang Yi remembers his name is ‘Luo Wei’. 

   "Ah, Mr. Wang Yi, welcome to visit~~" Luo Wei was very happy to see Wang Yi's appearance, and 

welcomed him warmly. "You come here this time, do you want to sell things or buy things?" 

   Wang Yi smiled and said: "I am here this time, and there is a Tier 3 mental weapon for sale here." 

   "Ah!" Luo Wei was taken aback. The lowest level of the third-order mental power weapon is 

several billions, and the third-level top quality weapons can reach hundreds of billions! 

   "This is not something I can call the shots, Mr. Wang Yi, wait a moment here, and I will call our 

supervisor over." Luo Wei said in a panic, cold sweat came out on his head. 

   If it is a business below the tens of millions level, he, a senior clerk, can still operate it, but he can 

no longer take over the billion level. 
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   Soon, Lowe ran out again and respectfully led Wang Yi into a reception room. 

In the reception room, there was an old man with red and blue markings on his face and a height of 

about two meters and six meters in a gorgeous gold-patterned black robe. He saw Wang Yi coming in 

and got up with a smile and leaned slightly, "Dear guest, listen. Say you have a Tier 3 mind weapon for 

sale with us?" 

Wang Yi didn't say much. He stretched out his hand, and a sickle that was three meters long, black as 

ink, but covered with mysterious blue patterns on the surface appeared in his hand. What was 

particularly attractive was the blade of the sickle. It turned out to be a lifelike black dragon head, and an 

invisible powerful aura radiated from the sickle. 

   The smiling old man immediately changed his face when he saw the black sickle. "This is!" The old 

man's body was brushed straight, his eyes fixed on the pitch-black sickle, "This is the third-tier best mind 

weapon, the black dragon sickle?" 

   If it were an ordinary Tier 3 thought force weapon, the old man would not be so surprised. 

   General Tier 3 thought-power weapons, only the master-level powerful can reluctantly make and 

imitate them. It even needs immortal powerhouses to create. 

   And this black dragon sickle comes from a great and immortal handwriting. It is surprisingly 

powerful and extremely difficult to imitate. Its reputation is very large among Tier 3 Nianli weapons. 

   "Guest, do you really want to sell this Nianli weapon in our shop?" The old man deserved to have 

seen countless treasures and immediately recovered his calm, but he was more polite to Wang Yi. 

"certainly." 

   "Guests, please let us check, and we will confirm the price before we set the price." said the old 

man. 

   "No problem." Wang Yi handed the black sickle over. 

   The old man took out a silver instrument that was exquisite and complicated at first glance, and a 

green light shone on the black dragon sickle. 

   "Drip!" 

   The old man looked at the data on the instrument and smiled: "Well, this Nianli weapon is intact, 

and the material is qualified." He looked at Wang Yi, "Guest, this weapon can be purchased by our Qibao 

store for 580 billion..." 

   "Sorry." Wang Yi shook his head and said, "For the price of selling this black dragon sickle, I want 

650 billion black dragon coins." 

   "650 billion..." The old man frowned slightly. 

   The general best Tier 3 thought force weapon, which is the price of 500 billion black dragon coins. 

   Very few, can exceed 600 billion! 



  Wang Yi offered a price of 650 billion! 

   The old man hesitated for a moment and quickly calculated in his heart. After a few seconds, the 

old man smiled and said, "Yes, customer, at the price you said, 650 billion black dragon coins, our Qibao 

shop will buy you this black dragon sickle." 

   The two parties draw up a contract, and the money goes into the one-star account of Wang Yi 

Universe Galaxy Bank. 

  The transaction was successfully completed, and Wang Yi and the old man smiled at the same time. 

   "I still have something to buy from you." Wang Yi said. 

"Oh, very welcome." The old man became enthusiastic. "No matter what the customer needs, as long as 

the price is right, we can sell it to you. We don't have it in our store. You can also collect it through other 

channels. It just takes a little time." Wang Yi now has a large sum of money on him, and the old man 

certainly doesn't want to miss this big customer. 

   "Bibo Marrow and Atlas Mo scorpion fluid, give me a hundred kilograms for each!" Now Wang Yi, 

who is carrying a huge amount of money, seems to have become a rich man, spending money like dirt, 

and he doesn't care about this ‘little money’ anymore. 

   There are so many Bibo marrow and Atlas Mo scorpion fluid, which is more than enough for Wang 

Yi to cultivate to the ninth rank of the planetary star. 

   Maybe Hong, Thunder God, Luo Feng and the others can increase their strength. 

   But this will depend on the situation later. 

   "No problem! We have sufficient supply of these two kinds of goods in our store, and they will be 

ready soon!" The old man said happily. 

Bibom is 9,000 Black Dragon Coins per gram, while Atlas Moxie Scorpion Liquid is 21,000 Black Dragon 

Coins per gram. However, after the discount, it costs 876 million to buy 100 kilograms of Bibom, and 

Atlas Mosquito Scorpion Liquid for 100 1.939 billion kilograms were used. 

   adds up to 2.815 billion black dragon coins! 

   is almost equivalent to the wealth of the richest man on 28 ordinary planets! 

  Wang Yi would definitely be distressed to death before, but now he looks at the hundreds of 

billions of balance in his account, and he doesn't feel anything in his heart. 

   Sure enough, people will swell with money, and for Wang Yi, if money is not transformed into 

strength, it is just a number. 

   With money, Wang Yi will certainly not stingy, and be prepared to be a local tyrant. 

   "Wooden crystal, how much does it cost?" Wang Yi was about to cultivate his moyun vine. 

   Since the consumption of the wooden yaking crystals is almost the same, the growth rate of the 

Ma Yun Teng, which has evolved to the fourth-order planetary star, has slowed down again. 



   As a loyal and loyal person, he wants to follow the auxiliary plant life he has fought for his whole 

life. Now that he has money, Wang Yi will certainly not forget his partner. 

   Mo Yun Teng, which turned into armor and attached to Wang Yi's body, seemed to feel the 

master's will, and was slightly shocked, conveying a dim and happy mood. 

   "Muyajing, has a 3 million black dragon coin." The old man said quickly and authentically. 

   Even though he knew that Muyajing was a precious treasure in the universe, the corners of Wang 

Yi's mouth twitched when he heard the price. 

   Estimate the resources needed for the evolution of Mo Yun Teng, and this thing is also used by the 

family for cultivation. Wang Yi said, "Give me 1,000." 

   "Oh!" the old man said joyfully, "Okay! I will make arrangements for you now!" 

   1,000 wooden crystals, 3 million black dragon coins, and the final transaction price was 2.908 

billion. 

  Wang Yi thought of something and asked: "By the way, do you have a planetary defense system for 

sale here?" 

   "Yes, some." The old man said, "Our Qibao store is all-encompassing. It is the most comprehensive 

store in the entire Heilongshan Empire. As long as the customer wants it, we can provide it!" 

   There are light and shadow images in the reception room. They are all kinds of planetary defense 

equipment, satellites, weapons, radars, and so on. They really have everything, which is dazzling and 

eye-opening. 

   But the better, the larger the scope of investigation, and the more sophisticated equipment is of 

course more expensive! 

   Wang Yi finally spent 55 billion Black Dragon Coins to buy a complete planetary defense system! 

  This kind of gadget is very expensive. Generally, planets in the universe are equipped with low-spec 

planetary defense systems at most, but Wang Yi chooses high-spec planetary defense systems. 

   will be all over the solar system by then! 

   The entire solar system is completely under surveillance! 

   This is a first-class defensive reconnaissance system belonging to the Black Dragon Mountain 

Empire. Those spaceships are invisible and so on. They can't be hidden at all, and they will all be 

revealed. 

  Wang Yi, who placed the order, thought in his heart, now that those space adventure ships who 

dare to come to the earth at that time will let them come back and forth. 

Chapter 78: slave! 

  Wang Yi paid half of the deposit, and the other half of the final payment. After three days, the 

planetary defense system equipment will be delivered. 
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   Calculated like this, Wang Yi spent 60.7 billion Black Dragon Coins at the Qibao store at one time. 

As for the rest, the store erased the rest, and he respectfully presented a VIP card. 

   In the future, when Wang Yi goes to the Qibao store for consumption, there will be discounts and 

discounts. In addition, he can also get many services that ordinary customers do not have. This is the 

treatment of large customers! 

  Wang Yi came out of the Qibao shop and then flew to the slave trading market. 

  Wang Yi had never been to the slave trading market before, because he could not afford the slaves 

he wanted. 

   But Wang Yi, who sold his ‘Black Dragon Sickle’ purse suddenly bulged, can also be extravagant. 

"A cosmic slave, even the lowest cosmic first tier, has a starting price of 10 trillion black dragon coins, 

which is about 10 billion dry witch coins. Even now I can't afford it." Wang Yi thought to himself. . 

   "However, for the slaves of constant stars, I can buy a batch of them back as a guard." 

   "Furthermore, the speed of this c5 black dragon spacecraft is too slow. I have to buy a better one 

that can travel faster in the universe to save me time." 

   Cheap c5 class spacecraft, one hundred meters in diameter, cost several hundred million. 

   And C9 level, even if it is pure alloy, it will cost nearly tens of billions of black dragon coins. 

   After all, C9's defense power is dozens of times stronger than C5. 

   As for the d level! Most cosmic powerhouses and domain masters ride on these spaceships! 

  D1, those are hundreds of billions of black dragon coins. 

  D9, even if it is an alloy, is nearly a thousand times as much as d1! 

   For Wang Yi, a star-level guy, the use of a d-class spacecraft is too eye-catching. 

   C9 level is already the limit. It is also acceptable for Wang Yi to spend tens of billions of black 

dragon coins to buy a C9-class spacecraft that flies extremely fast at the speed of light in the dark 

universe. 

   Wang Yi had various thoughts in his mind. 

   Soon, Wang Yi came to the slave market. 

   The slave market covers an area of more than 300 kilometers. If it is placed on the earth, it is 

definitely a giant city. 

   But in the magnificent horned dragon city, it's nothing. 

   The slave market is crowded with people. This is the largest slave market in the hundreds of 

galaxies around. 

   There are high-rise buildings, there are also open-air plazas, there are high platforms for display, 

and a shopping mall for slave trades, showing their slaves by various means and attracting customers. 



   Here, Apprentice Tier Nine, that is, the higher God of War on earth, can buy one for only 20 Black 

Dragon Coins... If you buy more, you can get a discount! 

   One by one, all the peerless beauties of various races who can bring harm to the country and the 

people are placed on the earth, each with 5000 black dragon coins! The same...the more you can get a 

discount! 

   Apprentice level, travel star, constant star... all can be slaves here! 

   The darkness and cruelty in the universe, the side of the weak and the strong, is here to the fullest! 

  Wang Yi passed by silently, watching the scenes. 

   The scene before him really shocked him a lot. After all, Wang Yi came from the earth, and things 

like slaves had long since disappeared in modern society and became a noun in memory. 

   Wang Yi's heart is heavy, many times, he always ignores something, until now, he did not 

understand. 

   From this moment on, something in Wang Yi's heart slowly awakened and sprouted. 

  The slaves here are about ten black dragon coins below the planetary star rating, the planetary star 

rating is about 10,000, and the constant star rating is about 100 million. 

  Wang Yi came to a spacious square in the slave market. 

   There were 18 martial artists and spiritual teachers standing there. 

   From the first-level constant star to the ninth-level constant star. 

   Martial artist, spiritual teacher, separated in two rows, nine people each! 

   Every strength far surpasses the current Wang Yi, and the powerful aura they exude can make 

Wang Yi feel trembling. 

   There is a sign next to the constant star slaves in the square to introduce the price. 

   Constant-star level one warrior is the cheapest, you can buy one with 1 million black dragon coins! 

   And the spiritual teacher of the same level is generally three times more expensive than the 

warrior of the same level! 

   The constant-star level 7 warrior wants 500 million! Constant-star level 8 warrior 2 billion! And the 

price of the ninth-rank martial artist with constant star rating is 5 billion black dragon coins! 

   The minds of slaves are all implanted with ‘biochip’ and then fused with the brain. Once implanted 

and unable to escape, they will be completely loyal to their masters! 

   Wang Yi felt sad when he looked at it. 

   But such things are everywhere in the universe, and Wang Yi has no plans to take care of it. 

"Mr., are you interested in our slaves?" The person in charge of this square saw the two silver guards 

around Wang Yi at a glance. He judged that this was a customer with spending power and hurried over. . 



   Wang Yi glanced at the bald-headed man like a bamboo pole, and said, "What good stuff do you 

have here." Since he planned to buy a constant star slave as a guard, Wang Yi naturally had to plan 

carefully and strive for the best interests. 

   The person in charge saw that Wang Yi really intended to buy, his face was more enthusiastic, "If 

you want to buy, sir, you can sit with us for a while, and we will talk slowly." 

   Wang Yi nodded, and as the person in charge came to a spacious and luxurious reception room in 

the mall, there were two stunning beauties dressed as maids serving beside him. 

   "I don't know what level and number of slaves Mr. plans to buy? What are the specific 

requirements?" When the two parties sat down, the person in charge couldn't wait to ask. 

   Slave trade competition is also very fierce, especially for those in charge, whose performance is 

very important. 

   Everyone who can buy a constant star slave is a big customer who must be taken seriously. 

"Well, I plan to buy 5 constant-star level 9 spiritual teachers and 5 constant-star level 9 

warriors~www.mtlnovel.com~ Wang Yi pushes away the stunning maid next to him without a trace, with 

a plain expression. Said to the person in charge opposite. 

"Ah!" The bald man like a bamboo pole jumped with a bright smile on his face. He winked at the two 

maids next to him, and the two maids quietly left, wondering if it was an illusion, Wang Yi always felt 

that the eyes of the two maids looked a little bit resentful before they left. 

"Of course you can, sir, you can choose as much as you want!" The bald man who knew that a big 

business was ushered in spirits, opened the light and shadow image, and a large number of pictures, 

text, videos and other materials appeared on it, one by one race, gender, origin, characteristics... A large 

number of constant star slaves appear in the image. 

   According to his own preferences, Wang Yi chose the Ma Shi tribe, whose appearance is closer to 

the people of the earth. 

There are a total of 5 constant-star level 9 martial artists and 5 constant-star level 9 spiritual masters. 

There are 5 billion constant-star level 9 martial artists and 15 billion spiritual masters, which adds up to 

100 billion black dragons. currency. 

   However, Wang Yi asked the person in charge to give another 100 constant-star slaves of rank 3 to 

6 and 10,000 slaves of rank 9 travel-star. 

After the negotiation of the transaction was completed, Wang Yi paid part of the deposit, the person in 

charge wiped the sweat from his head and looked at the dark-haired boy with a calm face: "Sir, we will 

send the slave you want here as soon as possible within seven days. We will notify you at that time." 

   "Yeah." Wang Yi stood up, thinking of something, and then said, "By the way, I liked the two 

women just now. It's okay if I want to take them away?" 

The person in charge was startled, and then smiled, "No problem, sir, it's their blessing to be able to 

follow you." But they are just two female slaves on the planet. A big customer like Wang Yi. 



Chapter 79: Slave guard 

   Coming out of the slave market, Wang Yifei was in front, followed by two beautiful girls. 

   They look exactly the same, their appearance is very similar to that of people on earth, but their 

eyes are as bright and beautiful as stars, they are radiant and beautiful, and their temperament and 

body are also very outstanding. 

   The two girls were very excited and a little nervous. The slave market was **** for their young and 

beautiful slaves, but following a master, another unknown destiny came. 

   But no matter what, it's better than staying in the slave market without a glimmer of hope. 

   "What is your name?" Wang Yi asked without looking back. 

  The reason why these two girls were taken away before leaving was because their previous eyes 

touched him, and this is just a matter of effort, a word can change the lives of the two girls, so Wang Yi 

doesn't mind helping them. 

   But like the entire slave market, countless slaves, even he is powerless. 

   "Master, my name is Mengna." 

   "Master, my name is Yunsha." 

   The two girls said respectfully. 

   "Look at what you look like, are you sisters?" Wang Yi asked. 

"Yes Master." 

  Wang Yi talked to the two all the way back to the hotel. The VIP room he lived in was very large, 

with more than one room, so he could sleep separately. 

And Wang Yi ordered a c9-class spacecraft on the Internet, the Heilongshan-cik69 spacecraft, which is a 

flying saucer-shaped spacecraft with a diameter of several hundred meters. It can fly at 5 times the 

speed of light in the dark universe, and the flight speed is in the c-class. The spacecraft is already very 

good, spending 48.5 billion black dragon coins on Wang Yi. 

   Order, the spacecraft will be delivered to Qiulongxing within three days. 

"Hmm... I have to learn from Luo Feng and find an alien base. I remember that the original work is on 

Bailanxing, and there are custom castles..." Wang Yi sat on the sofa in the large room where he was 

resting, using the hotel's own network. The device goes online and opens one holographic image. 

   The next day, Wang Yi started to sign in at Qiulongxing again. 

   However, almost no outsiders are allowed to enter the place where the powerhouse of the dragon 

star resides. There are many guards or intelligent systems monitoring it, and it is impossible to get close. 

   There are too few people who allow outsiders to enter, such as Qianwu Dojo, Virtual Universe 

Company, etc., and meet the sign-in requirements. 
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  Wang Yi searched for a long time before he found a residence for a cosmic-level powerhouse with a 

smaller residence and less security, and he signed in next to the 100-meter limit. 

   [Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, reward a ‘Hella Diamond’] 

  【'Hella Diamond' has been placed in the panel space. 】 

  【Number of check-ins available for this place: 0】 

Wang Yi was inquiring about the'Hella Diamond' and discovered that it is actually a precious metal, but 

its appreciation value is greater than its practical value, and it is equivalent to the earth’s gold. For Wang 

Yi, the only use is to throw it into Qibao. Go to the store and sell it for a little money. 

   But he is not so short of money now, too lazy to spend this time, throwing it in the space ring. 

   On the tenth day after arriving at the Horned Dragon Star, the c9-class Heilongshan-cik69 

spacecraft ordered by Wang Yi was delivered and Wang Yi went to the port of berth to receive it. 

   The diameter of this spacecraft is about 250 meters, and the outer shell is made of c9-class alloy. 

Even the cosmic-class seventh and eighth powerhouses have to spend a lot of effort to destroy it, and it 

is divided into three layers. 

   After receiving the spacecraft, Wang Yi let Bermuda control the spacecraft's intelligent system. 

   I was very excited to change to a ‘new home’ dumpling. 

In the afternoon of the same day, the planetary defense system purchased by Wang Yi in Qibao’s shop 

was also delivered. A total of three transport ships with a body length of more than 10,000 meters were 

installed. These three b-class transport ships are equivalent to bonuses and will follow Wang. Yi left the 

horned dragon star together. 

   The whole process is arranged by Smart Life Bermuda, and Wang Yi does not need to worry about 

these devices. 

   In these days, besides cultivating, Wang Yi practiced secrets and battles in the virtual universe. He 

was to find a place to sign in on the horned dragon star, and he also bought some fancy items to take 

back to the earth. 

  Wang Yi came to the fifteenth day of Qiulongxing. 

   The communicator on Wang Yi's auxiliary optical brain rang. 

   "Mr. Wang Yi, the goods you want have arrived at the planetary port. Do you have time to hand 

over the goods now?" A respectful voice from the person in charge of the slave market came from the 

communicator. 

   There was a smile on Wang Yi, who was eating at an open-air restaurant in Qiulong City. 

   "You can just wait for me there, I'll go over immediately." 

   The two sisters were also sitting at the table, but they still looked very restrained. 



  Wang Yi stood up and said to them, "Let’s go, let’s go to the Planet Anchorage, it’s time to leave 

here." 

   "Yes, Master." The two sisters said in a crisp voice at the same time, and they both followed Wang 

Yi obediently. They spent some time with the new owner, knowing that the owner seemed to have a 

great background and a good personality, and he was still very easy to get along with. 

   For them, being able to follow such a gentle master and get shelter is a good result. 

  A foreign spacecraft must enter the port of anchor to enter the horned dragon star. 

   Because of Wang Yi's request, the seller also parked the spacecraft at the berthing port, waiting for 

Wang Yi, a major customer, to make a transaction. 

Wang Yi took two maids and two silver escorts to fly to the huge silver city of the spacecraft’s mooring 

port. At the reserved place, you can see a large flying saucer-shaped spacecraft parked there, 

accompanied by the former head of the slave mall. A tall and glamorous woman with green skin and two 

tentacles on her forehead stood there. 

Behind the two, there are also a few ninth-level bodyguards wearing uniform blue 

armor~www.mtlnovel.com~Mr. Wang Yi, this is our master in charge. It is the person in charge who is in 

charge. "The bald man with bamboo poles respectfully introduced. 

   "Mr. Wang Yi, it's nice to meet you. Let me introduce myself. My name is Rosalind." The beautiful 

green-skinned woman smiled. 

   The two sides greeted slightly, and walked into the first floor of the huge spaceship together. 

"Mr. Wang Yi, this time you want five constant-star ninth-level spiritual teachers, five constant-star 

ninth-level martial artists, oh. Of course, there are 100 constant-star three-level teachers carefully 

selected by our chamber of commerce. Level 5 spiritual teachers, 10,000 travel-star ninth spiritual 

teachers, are here." The glamorous woman Rosalind smiled and pointed to the dark crowd in the cabin. 

"Because of your request, they are all Ma Shi clan, and they are all young and middle-aged." 

Wang Yi originally asked for a gift of one hundred constant-star third-tier to sixth-tier slaves, but in order 

to please Wang Yi, a big customer, the slave merchant specially selected one hundred constant-star 

third-tier to fifth-tier spiritual minds. The teacher sent it over, which really surprised Wang Yi. 

  Wang Yi originally thought that the slave chamber of commerce had sent a hundred constant-star 

Tier 3 warriors over, but he didn't expect the other party to be so atmospheric. 

   As for the ten thousand travel-star ninth-level spiritual teachers, they add up to only a few 

hundred million, which is nothing in the face of a big transaction of over 100 billion. 

Wang Yi nodded and looked over. The Ma Shi tribe looked similar in appearance to the people of the 

earth. Most of them were black hair and amber eyes. The males were tall and burly, and the females 

were tall and plump. If you look at it from the outside, It's hard to tell it is an alien. 

   "Yes, I am very satisfied." Wang Yi smiled after reading it. 

   "In this case, Mr. Wang Yi, let's start the settlement now." Rosalind laughed. 



Chapter 80: Return to earth 

   Nine days later. 

   Bailan Star, a planet in the Milky Way galaxy, is 11,800 light-years away from the earth. 

  Because the entire planet is in a cold climate, the temperature is extremely low, and the population 

is small, the population of Bailanxing is concentrated in the city. Outside the city is a large desolate area 

that is used as a large warehouse. 

For Wang Yi, because the owner of Meteor Star used the space secret method to cover up the 

coordinates in the dark universe that corresponded to nearly a thousand light years around the earth, it 

is extremely difficult to find the hidden coordinates, and few immortal strong can do it. . 

   So except for the ‘Babata’ that can easily find the concealed coordinates, and Wang Yi, who got the 

corresponding coordinates through the check-in, the other spacecraft can’t reach the earth directly at 

all, they can only fly slowly. 

   And Bailanxing is an important place for Wang Yiming to communicate with the outside of the 

universe. 

   After all, if Wang Yi bought something in the universe, it would be impossible to send it to the 

earth. He could only choose Bailanxing, an ordinary planet that is closest to the earth and has no sense 

of existence, as a transit point. 

"Ten of you, leading a thousand men, and staying here for a long time." In the open space in the castle 

of Bailanxing, which is more than 100 kilometers long and wide, Wang Yi faced the ten Mamas in front 

of them. The food clan’s constant star spirit is a teacher. 

   "Yes, master!" 

   These ten permanent star spiritual teachers of the Ma Shi clan will bring a thousand people of the 

ninth-level travel star to stay in this castle together to complete various tasks for Wang Yi. 

   The remaining 100 constant stars and 9,000 travel-star slave guards boarded the spacecraft and 

returned to Earth with Wang Yi. 

  Wang Yi’s new c9 extremely special spacecraft can reach three times the speed of light in the dark 

universe, but the slaves and other cargo-carrying spacecrafts he carried do not have this speed, so it 

may still take half a day to return to the earth from Bailanxing. 

   If you are using a c9-class spacecraft, a few hours will be enough. 

   "Starting from the earth, after thirty-six days, I finally came back." Wang Yi was a little excited. 

  Wang Yi gave himself a two-year time limit for this journey before he set out, but it does not mean 

that he has to stay in the universe for two years before returning. 

   More importantly, when he went out this time, he saw the vastness of the universe and made 

great gains. 
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   "Hmph, now, even if the Golden Horn behemoth, the Nuolan Mountain family really come, I am 

not afraid." Wang Yi thought to himself. 

   Needless to say, the golden horn behemoth will probably reach the earth in August this year, but 

at that time the earth has already been laid out by Wang Yi, and its arrival is only a self-survey. 

  Wang Yi is preparing to lay down the lower layers of the earth for close monitoring, not afraid that 

the golden horn beast's eggs will not be found. 

   When it comes to steaming or boiling, it depends entirely on Wang Yi's wishes. 

At this time, the Nuolan Mountain family is still far from here. Wang Yi also has another killer, that is, 

the Zerg mother emperor who has not yet been born in the panel space. Wang Yi has always had 

concerns and has not released her, and wants to wait for the time to come. , But if it becomes 

irreversible, he doesn't mind giving Nuolan Mountain a surprise. 

   A world master class, the Zerg mother emperor who is good at soul manipulation, is an invincible 

existence for the universe class! 

The reason why the mother emperor of the Zerg clan was not immediately hatched is because Wang Yi 

currently does not have the space to carry life with him, and the space ring cannot be put into living 

objects, only the inner world similar to the world lord, the immortal kingdom of God, or Only extremely 

expensive world props can be put into life, but now Wang Yi does not have those treasure props! 

   Once the Zerg mother emperor is hatched, Wang Yi cannot be carried out in human territory, 

otherwise, once it is discovered, it will be a big trouble. 

   Without incubating the Zerg mother emperor, she has stayed in the panel space. If Wang Yi is in 

danger and encounters an invincible enemy, she can be released at any time to destroy the enemy! 

   This is Wang Yi's biggest hole card so far! 

   What's more, even if the mother emperor is released now, there is no way to nurture her, and 

there are not enough resources to make Zerg warriors. 

   "Also, when I come back this time, maybe I can let go of my hands and feet..." 

   For a long time, because scrupulous changes in the plot may lead to some unpredictable changes 

that will lead the future to a dangerous situation, Wang Yi has been thinking about the future, fearful of 

his hands and feet, and dare not do too outrageous things. 

   And now, returning from the universe, Wang Yi, who has expanded in strength, has a lot more 

courage. 

   After all, strength is the confidence of everything. 

  ... 

   Wang Yi left the earth on March 13, but when he returned, it was already on the morning of April 

18, China Time. 



Wang Yi asked fifty permanent star powerhouses of the Marsh clan to bring 8,000 planetary stars to stay 

on Mars, build a base under Mars, and immediately deploy a planetary defense system throughout the 

entire solar system to ensure that foreign spacecraft can appear immediately. Detected. 

  Wang Yi also ordered millions of miniature robots, which are not much bigger than the dust and 

cannot be found at all. As soon as the eggs of the golden horn beasts appear on the Pacific Ocean, they 

can be found soon. 

   In addition, there are a large number of other materials, such as ‘Purple Light Dew’, 15ml of Purple 

Light Dew, which can enable advanced martial arts students on the earth to evolve into ‘First 

Apprenticeship’. UU reading www.uukanshu.cóm 

   And the purple light dew purchased by Wang Yi is enough to provide everyone on the earth to 

evolve to the first level of apprenticeship! 

   There are many more treasures higher than Ziguanglu. 

   Of course, it is impossible to provide it for free, and the use condition is to reach the level of 

advanced students! 

   It is necessary to let the people on earth know that they work hard, desperately, and arouse their 

fighting spirit, so that it can be worthy of Wang Yi's "good intentions". 

   To this end, Wang Yi also specifically asked Bermuda to collect information on various training 

elites in the universe and formulate various plans. 

   But this plan will take a long time. If you want to see the real effect, I don't know when to wait. 

   But Wang Yi does not intend to pull the seedlings to encourage growth, or forcibly give the earth 

people resources without restriction. 

   For the current earth, even if there are tens of thousands of planetary stars, dozens of constant 

stars, it is only a very small planet in the universe. 

  Only when the whole earth knows to fight, then there is hope. 

   Perhaps only the peerless genius among human beings such as Hong, Thunder God, and Luo Feng 

can make Wang Yi take a high look and help. 

   Everyone else is too far behind. 

"This is not my business alone. Let Hong, Thor, and they bother them." Wang Yi sat on the seat in the 

central control room and looked at the three-dimensional virtual projection inside the spacecraft. Ten 

Ma Shih in uniform uniforms. The ninth-level spiritual teacher of the clan constant star stood behind 

him. 

   And the huge blue planet in the distance has appeared in front of Wang Yi's eyes. 

Heilongshan—The cik69 spacecraft carries Wang Yi and his fifty constant-star ninth-level and one-

thousand-star ninth-level servant guards, rushing into the earth’s atmosphere, when all forces on the 

earth are unaware of it , Quietly returned to Jiangnan Base City. 



   And this day is also a day when the destiny of the earth is completely changed. 

 


